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SpecIfIcatIonS:

Film: Acrylic retro-reflective film with Microprisms

Adhesive: Permanent pressure sensitive

Orientation: Omni-Directional

Backing: Polymeric film

Outdoor life: 8 years (vertical exposure only)

applIcatIonS:

Metal and painted metal 
surfaces such as reflective 
contour marking on trucks 
and trailers.

sellsheet |

V-6700 conspicuity tape

Enhance Night Time Safety 
The superior reflectivity of V-6700 Conspicuity Tape 
increases the visibility of trucks and trailers during 
night time driving.  As a result, it may help reduce 
accidents, prevent injuries and decrease related 
costs such as repairs, insurance expenses as well as 
providing round-the-clock advertising opportunities.

V-6700 Conspicuity Tape is durable, easy to apply, 
provides superior night time reflectivity and is 
available in 3 colours – white, yellow and red.



feature advantage Benefit

High retro-reflectivity Reduces accidents. Round-the-clock 
advertising

Reduces cost and increases awareness

Initial repositionability and 
long term permanent bond

Optimises the balance between initial 
repositionability and ultimate bond strength

Faster and easier application with less 
waste material

Single layer construction Thinner, more flexible and internally 
stronger construction than dual layered air 
celled prismatic

Single layer construction means no dirt 
or water can penetrate the material after 
damage or cutting

All acrylic construction Superior durability, even in the toughest 
weather conditions and climates

A long-lasting stable product you can trust

Unique prism technology Prisms laid out in squares of various 
orientations

Omni-Directional performance. Consistent 
reflectivity in horizontal, vertical and 
diagonal orientations

Cut-ability Easy to cut, even on the substrate Saves time and provides easier conversion

Sub-surface printing Approval marks are protected against UV, 
solvents, fuel and abrasion

Markings won’t deteriorate over time and 
are difficult to duplicate

V-6700 conSpIcuIty tape

colourS*SIze

V-6700 Conspicuity Tape

Roll width Roll Length

50.8mm 50m

For more information, contact Avery Dennison 
customer service or your sales representative on 
1800 888 560 or visit www.averygraphics.com * Colours shown for reference only
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Tested. Guaranteed.
Our media had undergone rigorous scientific and durability testing 
to guarantee that your printer and ink coupled with our media and 
overlaminates will work together every time.  This commitment to 
quality is confidently backed by our ICS Warranty program.
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